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TRENDS & FORECASTING

Watching Economic Trends Emerge From History

By Nicholas West

We get bombarded with daily news at such a rate in our modern
era that it is easy for the casual reader to think that trends emerge
out of thin air in a series of black swan events that occur only from
this point forward.
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I would hope that over the previous 5 years of Counter Markets’
existence, our community has gained much more awareness
about the deep history that creates the conditions under which our
present emerges and trends become solidified. In fact, it’s the
stuff that “conspiracy theories” are made of as we routinely feel
déjà vu moments while we traverse the dystopian landscape.

There can be no doubt at this point that the prevailing monetary
system has been designed for one purpose: centralized control.
As we’ve highlighted in this newsletter over the past years, the
already established interoperability of world central banks is now
showing further signs of consolidation through the rise of Central
Bank Digital Currencies (see Issue 39 for my article and Issue 50
for Vin’s), which should be the final nail in the free market coffin
for anyone who hasn’t developed a sound plan for opting out.

While we feel that we give you the best forecasting and analysis
of how the trend landscape is being shaped month to month, as
well as what we see are the pitfalls to be avoided and strategies to
be implemented, it often takes an even deeper dive into the full
treasures of history to give additional insight for how we got to this
point. Doing so helps us make sense of the overall systemic
design so that we can best position and prepare ourselves to
thrive far into the future despite what form the exact pieces of the
puzzle appear to take.

Our friends Aaron and Melissa Dykes at Truthstream Media have
proven themselves over the last decade to be among the very
best historians that we have to give us the proper context and
documented evolution of our control systems. I had the pleasure
of viewing their latest extended documentary, The Trust Game,
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which is a 10-hour episodic presentation of economic history now
available for rent and download at Vimeo.

It is by far the most ambitious and perfectly executed of the many
fine docs and mini-docs that Aaron and Melissa have created.
With its engaging storytelling, stylized monochromatic filming to
emphasize its historical focus, and copious reference links at the
end of each episode, The Trust Game paints the most complete
picture I’ve seen of how this game was developed and how it
evolved over its many incarnations until today.

This series is also the perfect propaganda reset of all we might
have experienced in the version of history many of us were taught
in formal education – even the parts we thought we had revised
on our own, but probably missed. As such, this series is an
excellent homeschool companion to help the next generation be
properly equipped to decode current events and fake history alike.

It is a story which demands its full running length of 10 hours, 52
minutes – no doubt comprising many hundreds if not thousands of
hours to research and deliver. I can assure you that not a single
second of your time will be wasted by viewing and sharing this
documentary with those you care about.

Below you will find some of my thoughts as I watched these
episodes, and some notes about what we are seeing in the news
today that hopefully can propel us to some new conclusions as we
move forward. Although my summary is fairly long, it doesn’t
come close to capturing the density of information you will find in
these episodes, but hopefully it will provide a guide for certain
areas of interest if you can’t commit to the entire series.
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Episode 1: “Crowns and Sovereigns”

The series begins with an entertaining theatric preamble warning
of the “dense and obscure language” used throughout history in
economic circles as a means of trying to bore and confuse the
commoner, done to elevate economic designers to the status of
experts and elites who are obligated to project their authority into
the lives of all “inadequate” citizens of the world. It is a type of
magic show that is reflected in all of the economic wizardry we
have seen take shape in the form of statistics, projections and
ultimately advice from this priest-like cabal of money managers.
It’s fully embodied in the culmination of a system which creates
money from thin air.

The proof of what is required to participate in this system, Melissa
recounts, is that the term credit comes from the Latin word
crēdere – to believe. Belief in the almighty bankers and secretive
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economic policy designers continuously extracting real wealth
through imaginary debt.

But the system that has now become synonymous with the U.S.
Federal Reserve has its origins much further back where a divine
right of kings is bestowed upon the economic activity of the ruled.
Enter central banking where the real magic show begins,
“because you can’t cut the head off a bank” when corruption and
manipulation eventually leads to currency collapse, civil unrest,
revolution and war.

Episode 2: “Of Renters, Lenders and Liberty”

The successful Haitian Revolution (1791-1804), as well as vocal
support and opposition to slavery throughout the Americas, rose
in tandem with general economic instability. This confluence of
events gave the Bank of England even more opportunities to
become a primary lender to all sides.
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As those who maintained wealth in America expanded westward,
land acquisition and “restoration” ushered in property titles and all
manner of nefarious deeds to lay claim to other people’s land. It
also gave rise to land speculation. The War of 1812 was the
eventual result of the larger dispute between Great Britain and the
U.S. with Native tribes in the middle. In the southern U.S., it was a
conflict with Spain over western Florida.

As Natives were displaced amid these territorial claims, all the
while banking interests like London’s Barings Bank grew wealthier
and more powerful amid the toll of war upon society. Meanwhile,
an upstart Nathan Rothschild rose to prominence when history’s
most infamously recorded piece of fake news allowed him to buy
a majority of shares in the Bank of England dirt cheap when news
of Napoleon’s “victory” sent prices tumbling. This mechanism has
proliferated ever since with central banks funding not only both
sides of any conflict, but being there as generous benefactors to
“restore order” during the inevitable rebuilding of a decimated
chaotic landscape.

Nevertheless, as a new class of property owners – and the
owners of the owners – banks – took shape, imprinted on the
currency of the U.S. was the repeated message of liberty and …
Trust. Aaron and Melissa touch upon the more occultic origins
from which these ideals sprouted, and from which the symbols of
not only U.S. currency were chosen, but those of many seemingly
disparate nations, all enshrining independence and liberty in their
respective currencies. Why?

It is a dense episode in this series, and in history, but is pivotal
toward understanding how the foundation was built for the trends
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that were to follow. Central banks came to be the lenders of last
resort and the trustee of a nation’s wealth. Boom-and-bust cycles
with ever-mounting debt followed as sovereign hard currencies
and assets gave way to centralized fiat. It all culminated in the
formation of a de facto caste system of property owners and
renters (read: serfs), which ultimately led to the anti-rent riots of
1845.

Episode 3: “Separation, Conjunction, Fermentation…”

From the ashes of financial crises, there arrived a crisis of faith, as
we recall the original mandate of central banking’s trust game.
Industrialization in the north and westward expansion provided
many new opportunities to seize new wealth. 1849 began a gold
rush that turned out to be as much about international acquisition
as it was local with the Rothschild Bank being the ultimate
recipient of the new gold pouring into markets. A global gold
standard then took shape.
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The ongoing conflict between North and South over slavery, and
the economic value thereof, ushered in a civil war that was to be
funded with cotton bonds repayable to international lenders. The
intertwining of economies based around war financing began to
form a standard template for how countries define “national
interest” when appearing to meddle in foreign affairs. This came to
a head in 1862 when the Rothschild-owned London press was
accused by U.S. outlets of misreporting events that ultimately
benefited their bank-connected owners.

A debt-free Greenback began to be promoted, but was as quickly
undermined as bullion brokers and banks swooped in to revise
the plan, thus creating the exact opposite: a paper currency that
Rep. Thaddeus Stevens decried at the time as a money-creation
scheme – “a depreciated currency” – with the intent to form “two
classes of money, one for the banks and brokers and another for
the people.” And so the Legal Tender Act was passed, enabling
primarily the repayment of debt without the need to hold the
corresponding amount of gold or silver.

Then came the creation of the Internal Revenue Service. Not long
after, the end of slavery was declared and it was assumed that all
men are created equal. National banking acts in 1863 and 1864
solidified centralized national banking, taxing state banks out of
existence. Rather than offer global financial stability, it didn’t take
long until the first international banking crisis erupted in 1866 (and
others in 1873, 1884, 1890, 1893, 1896, 1901 and 1907), allowing
the Bank of England to step in and fulfill its promise as the lender
of last resort and restore trust.
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Each “panic” offered more opportunities to forgive debts for some
while increasing taxation on others in a period of speculation and
manipulation that didn’t quite live up to the assumption that all
men are created equal. In fact, the first signs of “too big to fail”
(and too big to jail) began to take shape.

Episode 4: “Dr. Jekyll Delivers Mr. Fed”

The “secret expedition” to Jekyll Island, Georgia in 1910 is widely
known as the precursor to the formation of the Federal Reserve in
1913. It began literally as a private club for wealthy elites. As
Aaron and Melissa recount while visiting Jekyll Island in this
episode, the original 1910 meeting was so secretive that
participants were not permitted to refer to one another by their full
names after arriving on the secluded island, and the meeting itself
wasn’t even reported on until 1916. Gee, where does the
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conspiracy theory come from that a cabal of ultra elites gather
secretly to hatch plots to control the world? Can’t imagine.

Of course many nefarious details have been uncovered and
documented in the seminal book on the subject by G. Edward
Griffin, The Creature from Jekyll Island, but Aaron and Melissa do
a superb job in capturing the historical visual dramatic elements
that greatly add to the narration of this pivotal moment for the
future of global banking. Also, as they say, actually being there on
site gave them an additional perspective about the lengths that
were taken to arrive at this location in order to remove the
participants from any chance of oversight or scrutiny.

Crash after crash, global crises, regional strife and a first world
war eventually followed (with attendant treaties), each time
compounding economic and social ills and further expanding the
power of those who had their hands on all levers of finance. It also
offered fertile ground for unprecedented government social control
under the justification of wartime mandates, entrenching the
connection between monetary policy and “emergencies” of all
types, manufactured or otherwise.

Still, very few people know about the true origins of the Fed and
how it was very much intended from the beginning to further
centralize control in the hands of a few, undermining national
sovereignty in the process. One man at the time who did know
about their plans was Rep. Charles Lindbergh who called out
members of the Federal Reserve Board in 1917 for being
conspirators to hide their true motives, including the “trick” of
convincing people that “reserve” meant having any reserves at all.
Despite his formal impeachment of the Board, no formal
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investigation or prosecutions ever followed. Lindbergh, however,
was summarily hounded by the press and marginalized in political
circles until his death 7 years later. Incidentally, during this time
the tax rate exploded from 7% to 77%.

Episode 5: “Who Holds The Gold Makes The Rules”

1920 marked the first time a substance would be prohibited from
ingestion by the State: alcohol. In a foreshadowing of the much
more expansive drug war to come, the now-illicit product was
trafficked by gangs who laundered their gains through the banking
system, offering more liquidity for all. A brief recession followed,
adding to the misery, but America’s favorable credit and trade
arrangements following the war gave it banking supremacy
embodied by Wall Street, ushering in the abundance of the
Roaring Twenties.

Meanwhile, Europe was in shambles – most particularly
Germany’s Weimar Republic which found itself unable to meet
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obligations, entering a hyperinflation that is still among the top
reference points for discussions of currency collapse today. Japan
then had its turn to have a financial crisis in 1927.

The monetary concerns abroad gave the principal central banks of
Europe and the U.S. a fine excuse in 1928 to “informally” meet off
the record. What they decided looks much like a precursor to
quantitative easing – in this case loosening credit in order to
ultimately attract more gold into their own coffers. It resulted in
stabilizing European currencies at the expense of the dollar,
however, further establishing a trend toward global money
management and an abandonment of the quaint notion by most
citizens that they live in a fully sovereign territory.

The roaring party of speculation and decadence came to an
abrupt end on October 29,1929 and caused a skeptical few to
wonder how much foreign influence played a role in the lead-up to
the event. Wall Street might be located in New York, but were the
levers being pulled from elsewhere? Perhaps from those
controlling the massive gold reserves held by foreign governments
in the aforementioned “stabilization” plan? The financial experts of
the day were all trotted out to assure questioning Americans that
“happy solutions are not guaranteed by the Federal Reserve, nor
is this a basic function of the Federal Reserve.” Not adding, of
course, that the network of banks is not federal, had no reserves
and was not beholden to the same patriotic considerations of the
dependent population. For those who were correctly positioned,
the Great Depression was a time of Great Opportunity.

Aaron and Melissa narrate this important episode with many of the
newspaper articles of the time which show exactly who was
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warning about the set-up for calamity, who was downplaying it,
and who rode in to “save the day”. Hint: The Bank for International
Settlements – a central bank for central banks – was established
in 1930. And lucky it was, as a great evil was to emerge that
demanded unprecedented international cooperation ... and the
unprecedented management (theft) of gold reserves at home and
abroad.

Episode 6: “One World Or None”

As world war approached for a second time, the Bank for
International Settlements facilitated the transfer of gold reserves
from European central banks to the Bank of England. After Hitler
invaded Czechoslovakia in 1939, those same beneficiaries sent
Czechoslovakian gold reserves into German banks. Melissa and
Aaron highlight correspondence that was finally revealed in 2013
pointing to the sordid details surrounding the decision by the BIS
and Bank of England. After the invasion of Poland which was to
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follow, the links to the German Reich became even clearer,
despite their claims of neutrality.

As the war kicked off in earnest, a new round of massive taxation
was imposed along with even more monetary creation initiatives
by the Federal Reserve designed to fund the military and expand
loans for chosen business recipients. At this time, as Melissa and
Aaron recount, a clear move toward “oligarchical collectivism” also
became embodied by the investment banking nexus run by Brown
Brothers Harriman. Their entrenched presence on all sides gave
them access to begin directly influencing foreign policy and all of
the investments that would be most beneficial to them along the
way through their principal representative, Averell Harriman.

The culmination of mounting debt and war profiteering along the
way led to the Bretton-Woods Agreement in 1944 which fully
established an open world banking system with the U.S.
appointed to control the world’s reserve currency, backed by gold.
The new World Bank and International Monetary Fund made the
global nature of the structure unmistakable. Interestingly, it did
serve to virtually eliminate the trend of repeated full-blown banking
crises … until the end of the gold standard. A whole new round of
treaties, plans and accords were established to fund European
rebuilding efforts and provide ample “ammunition for peace” as
America established itself as de facto world police.

As this episode of history closes, under the surface a merger of
new technologies and monetary theory heralded a new direction
for the fully internationalized future of humanity. It also marked a
full alchemical transformation of worthless paper into something
even greater than gold, based solely on trust.
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Episode 7: “Voodoo Volckernomics & The Inflationary Dragon

Dependence and interdependence became a topic as the 1970s
gave way to a warped relationship between the OPEC nations
with their massive earnings and their reinvestment into the
international banking system led by Wall Street, forming the basis
of what is now commonly referred to as the PetroDollar.

Meanwhile, on Main Street, easy credit terms were unleashed for
the previously unqualified as “subprime lending” became part of
the equation. This new financial alchemy was given an
appropriately mysterious and misleading name: “collateralized
debt obligations.” As it became clearer that all assets and
commodities could be pooled in such a way, including food
production, mixed with credit and subsidy terms and delivered as
a distortion upon the market, farmers began to feel the effects and
marched (in their tractors) on D.C. to ask where all the money
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from increased food production had gone, because all but larger
corporate players were struggling.

Paul Volcker, member of the Trilateral Commission, arrived on the
scene as Chairman of the Federal Reserve to introduce the
largest ever discount interest rate for banks, supposedly in order
to control inflation. It served to further drive up the price of gold
and other assets as the value of the dollar plunged. What followed
was a much greater expansion of assigning value through a pool
of assets, in this case a basket of 25 commodities that would
underpin the dollar’s value. As such, new “tools” and “instruments”
of the Fed were created, expanding Fed influence even further.
We can see this particular trend take shape until today, where the
entire world waits with bated breath whenever the Fed makes a
move or public statement (including even in the crypto space,
ironically).

Earlier farmer protests became much more common and
widespread among those who felt they were clearly unequal
participants in a micromanaged economy. Perhaps they didn’t
have the correct “belief” in the system, as Alan Greenspan
declared in 1980 to be the main tool in the fight against inflation –
reinforcing a faith-based system of economic trust.

Regardless, by the end of 1985 the Plaza Accord was struck
(between central banks of course) that openly declared currency
manipulation to be A-OK, raising the value of one country, while
lowering another – in this case devaluing the U.S. dollar. The
Savings & Loan crisis was to follow as manipulation heaped upon
speculation caused massive bank failures. Another accord was
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needed in 1987 to further attempt to re-balance currencies and on
it went as the levers of dependence were pulled to and fro.

Volker eventually resigned with Alan Greenspan taking the helm
at the Fed … just in time for the 1987 U.S. stock market crash
after which the interconnected world similarly paid a steep price. A
“plunge protection team” was instituted to avoid such a future
calamity, as well as a series of bank bailouts that the public was
none too thrilled about. Throw in a Gulf War amid calls to “protect
America’s economic interests” – and freedom – and this episode
portends a budding national security economy.

Episode 8: “Gambling With Other People’s Money”

1993 Gave birth to the European Single Market and Europe’s
single currency. The World Trade Organization followed in 1995
and came to represent 95% of world trade – in essence, full
globalization was complete.
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But perhaps the most ruinous development was the removal of
the Glass-Steagall Act which had separated commercial and
investment banks. It clearly enabled speculation by the financial
system, at home and abroad, with the money of its depositors. A
whole host of derivatives speculation, insolvencies and bailouts
were to follow, further distancing those involved in the financial
casino of fiat speculation vs. the guarantees provided by the
collateralized assets of citizens.

This period also marked the acceleration of the information
revolution embodied by a new Telecommunications Act that
formed the regulatory framework for the rapid transfer of
commerce into cyberspace. It was also around this time that the
concept of electronic cash became more realistic.

With Glass-Steagall removed, we began to see the rise of mega
banks like Citigroup and Goldman Sachs (with the express
permission from the Federal Reserve), further consolidating
international financial services. Groundwork was laid at the end of
the decade to further remove remaining restrictions on speculation
and internationalization, empower the Federal Reserve even
further ... and pave the way for an even worse crisis to come,
which turned out not be Y2K, but did set a new standard for
bubbles and coordinated world finance to put it into a state of
emergency that could be drawn upon when needed.

And needed it was on September 11, 2001. Melissa and Aaron
highlight some of the vastly underreported financial connections to
Building 7 and the SEC that I haven’t seen in any of the 9/11 truth
docs before concluding with the outrageous sums of cash that
subsequently moved into the Afghan theater courtesy of U.S.
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taxpayers, weakening the dollar and raising concerns for the rest
of the world.

Episode 9: “Global Financial Crisis – Reaction – Solution”

This episode of history begins with the subprime mortgage crisis
in 2008 which was underpinned by predatory lending and outright
fraud. These conditions greatly gave rise to the American ideal of
relying on the banking system to inflate bubbles that could fund a
lifestyle far higher than what could be achieved ordinarily. Using
one’s home as an ATM came to a screeching halt and resulted in
little more than the Federal Reserve being granted even greater
power to “police financial markets” … without any oversight.

Bailouts of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac by the Treasury were to
follow in yet another sign that equality is in the eye of the beholder
– kind of like those services we see today being deemed
essential, while others apparently are not. Regardless, the
collapse of Lehman Brothers could not be stopped, toxic
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insurance investments were exposed and markets were
paralyzed. From here, basically the entire core financial system
received massive inflows of federal helicopter money to the tune
of $700 billion in order to keep the failed institutions afloat and
avoid threats made to Congress that unimaginable chaos would
ensue if not passed. Thus, perverse incentives became
institutionalized.

It was around this time of course that we saw the official arrival of
Bitcoin (and for the most thorough examination of how that came
to be, don’t miss Vin’s article about the identity of “Satoshi”). We
also saw Ron Paul arrive with a clear message to “End the Fed,”
raising popular awareness of what was intended by the founders
of the U.S. to constitute legal tender – in this case, gold and silver.
Nonetheless, Fed actions only became more brazen and secretive
in the shadow of Occupy Wall Street marches.

The realization was beginning to dawn on even the sleepiest of
citizens that a complete decoupling was taking place between the
principles of a Main Street free market and a Wall Street managed
casino where valuations had little connection to real economic
activity. It was a mere prelude to our present day where the stock
market continuously climbs as the real economy literally gets shut
down.

The end result was that central banks were quickly becoming, as
Gregory Mannarino often states, not only the lender of last resort,
but a buyer of last resort. Its balance sheet proves this. Through
endless quantitative easing, many tens of trillions have become
fully entwined with the international currency and credit markets. A
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crisis for one could now become a crisis for all, demanding
creative new solutions … like a de facto world currency.

Episode 10: “The One Ring”

As we head toward the conclusion, perhaps the most undeniable
effect of magic banking throughout history has been the simple
maxim that the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. For some
odd reason, those at the center of each crisis – and their
corporate proxies – have vastly expanded their holdings each and
every time, while citizens find themselves falling down another
rung of the ladder via austerity measures overt and covert. It’s
never been more apparent than during these pandemic times,
where we’ve consistently heard the exhortations of our noble
leaders that “we’re all in this together.” Hardly.

Now, as ardent advocates of true capitalism here, we would never
begrudge someone their wealth, but time and again the evidence
points to a relative handful of insiders designing policy that
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benefits themselves first, and perhaps another lucky few get some
trickle-down scraps if they are sitting close enough to the table.

If only we had a decentralized, peer-to-peer, method of value
transfer without needing to rely on the magical trust expected from
us by a central banking cabal.

As an increasing number of people did begin to learn of such a
technology, governments themselves were further consolidating
their digital banking systems and laying the groundwork for a
different vision of the future. Underpinned by A.I. and a
full-spectrum surveillance apparatus promoting social credit, the
Internet of Everything is positioned to be fully integrated onto the
blockchain into a new global economic system of the ultimate in
top-down control and social engineering.

Melissa and Aaron offer many examples of how social engineers
are creating entirely new “webs of trust” that are sure to keep the
game going – this time with the properly nebulous and
never-ending threats of viruses and climate change – starting a
Great Reset toward our Net Zero future of global financial control.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Playing The Hand You Are Dealt In The Dim Age

By Vin Armani

It could be argued that my public expressions over the last 2
years have mostly skewed toward pessimism. I would suggest
that my overall intention has been honest realism, but I can
understand those who accuse me of offering “black pills” in my
writing and videos during the “time of the virus.” If you are a
reader of Counter Markets, it is likely that you are the type of
person who prefers that punches are not pulled and that brutal
truths are spoken with deftness. This month, with the
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acknowledgment that many things have changed permanently in
our world, I want to present entrepreneurial trends and strategies
that have become clear during the shift.

Things that were niche (and not necessarily profitable) in The
Great Before, have become staples of our existence since 2020. I
want to discuss three trends for entrepreneurs that have become
ubiquitous due primarily to government overreaction to the
“pandemic” and the necessary cultural shifts that government
action has catalyzed. Specifically, I want to share my own
experiences with these business models and delve into why they
are fantastic startup or side hustle opportunities in the current
environment. These three concepts are “ghost kitchens,” remote
instruction, and “liberty markets.”

According to Wikipedia:

A ghost kitchen (also known as a delivery-only restaurant,
virtual kitchen, shadow kitchen, commissary kitchen, cloud
kitchen or dark kitchen) is a professional food preparation
and cooking facility set up for the preparation of delivery-only
meals. Some ghost kitchens have allowed takeout meals or
included drive-throughs. They do not include a storefront or
indoor seating for customers. A ghost kitchen differs from a
virtual restaurant in that a ghost kitchen is not a restaurant
brand in itself and may contain kitchen space and facilities
for more than one restaurant brand.

Before the great lockdowns of 2020, the thought of purposely
running a delivery-only restaurant was far from the minds of all
but a tiny minority of restaurateurs. Even pizza chains that may
not offer any dine-in, generally have a small carryout set-up
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where customers can order and pay for their meal. A ghost
kitchen, on the other hand, is just that – a kitchen. The “ghost” in
question is the rest of the “restaurant.” The kitchen could be
literally anywhere. Some ghost kitchen operators build their own
facilities, but even in moderately-sized metropolitan areas,
entrepreneurs can rent what are known as “commissary kitchens”
(or “catering kitchens”). In general, the locations that rent such
facilities do so by the month (rates run from $300-$2000) or by
the hour ($15-$50) and their clientele are generally catering
companies needing to fulfill specific orders at a specific time. The
client, who is renting the kitchen, supplies all of the ingredients,
pots, pans, utensils, and labor. The facility provides all of the
cooking surfaces and commercial-grade appliances. Often the
location will also take responsibility for cleaning the facility once
the client has left.
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With the rise of delivery services that will handle online ordering
and payment, pick up food from sellers, deliver the food to the
customer (and the payment to the seller), ghost kitchens are now
viable at scale. During the lockdowns, many restaurants
fundamentally changed their operations model to that of a ghost
kitchen. Consumers have become accustomed to this delivery (or
“will-call” pickup) model. That cultural shift leaves a grand opening
for agile startups.

We have our own ghost kitchen experiment taking place on
Saipan. A year ago, two brothers (both 20-something) from
California moved to the island seeking to escape the lunacy
brewing in that place and hoping to put down roots here in CNMI.
Upon arrival, one of the brothers told me that he wanted to sell
Mexican food here on the island. As a native Californian myself, I
was excited about this possibility. I sorely missed the cuisine I
grew up with. As it turned out, he is an amazing chef. Soon, the
brothers were catering events in our community of friends, and
selling a few items via Facebook groups. They did their cooking in
their home kitchen and people would come and pick up their
purchases. It just so happened that associates of our group were
interested in using some space they had available in a newly
purchased property to experiment with the ghost kitchen concept.
When all parties became aware of each other, it was a perfect fit.

After a few months of renovations on the space and installation of
a commercial kitchen, Hole In The Wall was born. The brothers
now share the kitchen with another team (who do an Asian fusion
menu). Just last week Mas Alto (the Mexican kitchen) and
Fusebox (Asian fusion) were featured in the Saipan Tribune, the
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paper of record for the Commonwealth. They are licensed as a
catering business and payment processing and food delivery is
handled by Eats Easy, our local version of Postmates/Uber Eats.
It has been amazing watching two guys in their early 20s, who
have barely been in their new home for a year, and without
expending much capital of their own, running their own restaurant.
This wouldn’t have been possible were it not for the cultural
changes precipitated by the government response to the
“pandemic.” The market just wouldn’t have been fertile.

Anyone who has taken any of my courses will not be surprised
that I would include online instruction as a great business
opportunity in the current age. Counter Markets editor Jeff Paul
who, in 2017, suggested I read the book Expert Secrets by
Russell Brunson. It was in reading this book (which I highly
recommend) that I came to the realization that the expertise I had
acquired in software (and Bitcoin) would actually be a valuable
product to many people. Many of the strategies in the book were
employed in the creation of CodeFromGo, which now primarily
serves as the platform for my Bitcoin Mystery School courses.
CodeFromGo was established years before the remote learning
explosion that began in 2020. Once you have your curriculum
established, the remote learning format no longer feels froeign to
your potential students.

The need for such a massive percentage of students at all levels
– primary to college – to transition from in-person learning to
remote, and so many adult workers doing the same with their
jobs, meant that companies like Zoom had a massive new
customer base and access to fresh capital to upgrade their
software and networks. That single program, and a mailing
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service like Mailchimp, is likely all you would need to start a
remote school of your own. As with the ghost kitchens, the
expectation of a seminar being “in the flesh” is simply no longer
there. SO much has this piece of the cultural puzzle changed that
serious capital is being thrown behind those who want to move
public life completely into the digital realm, via “the metaverse.” I
am willing to wager that you have acquired valuable knowledge in
some field. Because it is your knowledge, you might even feel it is
not all that valuable. Don’t sell yourself short and don’t believe
that you need to “give it away” with free YouTube videos and the
like. Even if you keep your classes small, giving remote classes,
for a fee, on an interesting topic where you have expertise, is a
great business (or side hustle) with incredibly low capital outlay
and lots of room for experimentation. Such classes, done
remotely, feel normal to people in a way they didn’t in The Great
Before.

One of the unique activities that I was most impressed by during
my year in New Hampshire associated with the Free State Project
was the “liberty market.” Liberty markets are basically miniature
farmer’s markets (10 or fewer vendors) that are hosted on private
property (generally backyards of private homes). These events
are invite-only (or are advertised only within a small community of
people) and vendors generally accept cash and cryptocurrency.
Often, the hosts of the event, which changes location on a weekly
basis, will themselves be vendors of food and drink for the
participants. Clearly, these are ad hoc, unlicensed, low-key
events. For my family, these were particularly meaningful events
because the local farmer from whom we received our monthly
farm share and much of our additional meat and vegetables,
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would be present at these events and, if given advanced notice,
would bring our farm share for that month so that we could pick it
up.

One of our monthly farm shares, picked up at a New Hampshire liberty market

There were often other vendors selling packaged food items, art,
or clothing. It was as much a friendly gathering as anything else.
Often the hosts would have wine or beer for purchase.

Liberty markets have been a Free State tradition for years, but it
is easy to see how this particular model has real power in a world
where those who don’t want to be “vaxxed and masked” are
increasingly excluded from public life. Not only are these events a
great way to meet new friends and connect with old ones, but it’s
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a great way to spend and earn crypto. We always paid for all of
our purchases (including those from our local farmer) with
cryptocurrency. I look back with great fondness on summertime
liberty markets, sipping cider with our friends and watching all of
our kids run around in the New England sun. For me, this is a
display of agorism at its finest.

Since the madness began in spring of 2020, I have admonished
all who would listen that the key to surviving and thriving in the
new age is to accept that the world will never go back to how it
was before. The wheel has turned and The Great Before is firmly
in the past. While the process of grieving for the world we left
behind can be painful, on the other side is a new world. That new
world, our new age, is filled with many new risks but, as always,
with new risks come new opportunities. I’ve given a few examples
of these opportunities that have become apparent to me, but keep
in mind that your personal experiences during the last 2 years
have given you perspectives that I don’t have. Look around at
those places in your life that have seen massive change and
contemplate the brand new opportunities that now exist because
of that change. Move through the grieving process, to Acceptance
of the current environment (“the new normal”), and, without a
doubt, you will find positive trade-offs waiting on the other side.
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WEALTH

Crypto Market Outlook for 2022

By Jeff Paul

I don’t mean to brag, but my crypto predictions article for 2021
was spot on. If you followed the strategy I was employing, your
portfolio did very well in 2021. However, if previous patterns hold,
I’m afraid 2022 could be much more volatile, first to the upside
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and then a dramatic fall to a new bear market. Be ready to protect
your gains and take profits in 2022.

At the beginning of 2021 the entire crypto market cap was $775
billion. Today it is around $2.3 trillion. Bitcoin (BTC) began the
year around $29K and will likely finish the year around $50K.

And here is the performance of other cryptocurrencies I featured
for 2021:

● Ethereum (ETH) $736 to $4200 (up 5.7X)
● Cardano (ADA) $.18 to $1.34 (up 7.45X)
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● Stellar (XLM) $.13 to $.27 (up 1X)
● Bitcoin ABC (eCash - XEC) $.000026 to $.00012 (up 4.6X)
● Avalanche (AVAX) $3.3 to $91 (up 27.57X)
● PirateChain (ARRR) $.18 to $1.38 (up 7.7X)
● Bitcoin Cash (BCH) $342 to $450 (up 32%)

*prices as of 12/7/2021

All of these tokens hit much higher prices during 2021 than is
shown above. We are currently in a pullback phase. I believe
there is still more upside to this current bull run.

Why The Market May Still Go Higher

After incredible price gains in 2021, It’s difficult to imagine that the
market can go much higher. Yet I believe we will see new all-time
highs for the top cryptocurrencies in the first half of 2022 before a
sharp correction leading to a new bear market.

Although we are currently experiencing a recent pullback from
$68K/BTC on November 10th to $50K/BTC at the time of this
publication, a 26% decline, the market appears to be gearing up
for another big push upward.

As I wrote in June of this year during an epic 50% pullback,

The crypto market has cooled off significantly since a month
ago. It may be the end of the wild upcycle as markets
recently fell nearly 50% from recent highs. Dropping that
much is not common during Bitcoin bull runs. However, we
never saw a clear parabolic rise and fall that usually
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coincides with the peak of irrational hype cycles. And, as far
as I can tell, there’s still plenty of hype.

The same holds true today. We have not seen a clear parabolic
rise accompanied by a peak in euphoric hype during this bull run
yet. Almost every podcast I listen to, unrelated to cryptocurrency,
is still hyping the shit out of crypto, or engaging in some kind of
NFT scheme. They are still dragging normies into the market.

While stock market investors are merely hoping to beat inflation
(currently at around 5%), crypto speculators seem to get upset if
they don’t 10X their value. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) was only up 32%
in 2021 and it seems like a miserable failure compared to the
other coins on my list. These types of gains are too attractive for
normies and institutions to ignore. So how much higher can they
go?
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I’m sticking with my previous Bitcoin (BTC) price prediction of
$160K at the peak of this cycle. That price is 8X the top of $20K
during the previous bull run.

The multiplier above the previous top during bull runs has been
diminishing by around 50% each cycle. If that pattern continues,
this bull run will peak at 8X the previous top. This halving of the
multiplier may not seem very scientific but it is actually a
predictable pattern for the adoption “S” curve of any new
high-growth industry.

$100K/BTC will be a major psychological barrier for speculators. I
think the price could flirt with $100K for a few months, but once it
breaks $100K, I think we can see a parabolic move shortly after
that, probably peaking around $160K.
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When will the market peak?

Timing the Market

Timing markets is nearly impossible. There are way too many
factors to consider. However, some traders are measuring some
important metrics in an attempt to identify the market peak in
cryptocurrency.

ColinTalksCrypto has put together an index aimed at timing the
top of the bull run cycle called the ColinTalksCrypto Bitcoin Bull
Run Index (CBBI). The index is described as follows:

The CBBI is a Bitcoin index that utilizes advanced, real-time
analysis of 11 metrics to help us understand what stage of
the Bitcoin bull run and bear market cycles we are in. The
CBBI is time-independent and price-independent. It simply
indicates whether it believes we are approaching the
top/bottom of a Bitcoin cycle.

The 11 metrics used in the CBBI are:

1. Pi Cycle Top Indicator
2. Relative Unrealized Profit/Loss
3. RHODL Ratio
4. The Puell Multiple
5. Two-Year Moving Average
6. Bitcoin Trolololo Trend Line
7. MVRV Z-Score
8. Reserve Risk
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9. Woobull Top Cap vs CVDD
10. Halving to Peak Days
11. “Bitcoin” Search Volume

Each of these metrics hit around 100 during the previous peaks
indicating that, if the pattern holds, they will be around 100 when
this current bull market cycle peaks. The CBBI is an average of all
11 metrics. The CBBI currently sits at 56.

I encourage you to click each of the metrics listed above to get a
sense of where each one is relative to the previous market peaks.
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Colin’s CBBI is more of an indicator to help determine how close
we are to the market peak than to predict exactly when this may
occur.

My best guess from broad analysis is that the market could peak
with a rapid parabolic rise between February-April 2022. Why?
Well, it seems that bull market cycles in cryptocurrency last about
1 year before the steep correction occurs. It has already been 1
year since this bull market began but it still has some legs. And it
will take a couple of months of sideways pressure to build up
before we can expect to see a release that surpasses
$100K/BTC.

2022 Crypto Market Forecast

I wouldn't be surprised if Bitcoin starts the year at $50K and ends
the year at $50K with a whole lot of turbulence, including a new
all-time high, in between.

Here is how I see it playing out: From now until February, we will
probably see slightly-upward sideways movement in pricing with
relatively low trading volume. Large speculators will quietly
accumulate Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency during this period in
anticipation of the next parabolic rise. When Bitcoin surpasses its
all-time high of around $67,500 (from November), the media hype
cycle will kick into high gear again. This could happen as early as
January.

Things can move fairly quickly after that. Once the hype cycle
echoes in all the media, Bitcoin (BTC) could visit $100K within a
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month or two. Once it surpasses $100K, it will likely pull back
some to test nonbelievers. Soon after, it will begin its brief
parabolic phase that may only take weeks from onset to peak.
That period will feel like nothing can stop Bitcoin or the crypto
market in general. The euphoria will be palpable.

Bitcoin (BTC) will touch a seemingly crazy new high of $160K or
beyond but only for a day or two. Then it will quickly fall. Some will
still think the market hasn’t peaked and continue to buy more.
Remember, the media hype around this time will be insane! Yet
professional traders and institutional players will know the cycle is
over and they will be selling. This will result in slightly-downward
sideways action for a few weeks.

Speculators, still drunk on hype, will turn to altcoins during this
time in hopes of achieving more parabolic gains while Bitcoin
cools off. This period is referred to by traders as the “altcoin
cycle.” And it puts further downward pressure on Bitcoin, all but
guaranteeing the end of the bull run.

Altcoin Cycle

It’s more complicated to predict the rise in value of other
cryptocurrencies as they have much less history than Bitcoin.
However, it seems the sharp price rise of popular altcoins (all
coins other than Bitcoin) seems to follow Bitcoin’s price action by
a couple of weeks.

The altcoin cycle happens when greedy speculators who missed
out on timing the Bitcoin peak hope to recover those unrealized
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gains by gambling on altcoins. This means altcoins typically peak
a couple weeks after Bitcoin.

Gun to my head, I think we could see $10K+ Ethereum and more
eye-popping gains to various cryptos during the altcoin cycle.
However, I will be taking profits before and during the altcoin cycle
instead of chasing that last bit of yield.

Deep Correction and Start of the Bear Market

Shortly after the parabolic peak, it will become clear that the party
is over for the bull market. A deep correction of 20-40% from the
all-time highs will likely occur within a few weeks of the peak.
Before long Bitcoin (BTC) will drop sharply below $100K again
and the hype cycle will be silenced completely. The following 6-12
months, Bitcoin could bottom out around $40K/BTC leaving many
newcomers feeling defeated. Then begins the 2-3 year slog of a
bear market and re-accumulation phase.

Take Profits and Protect Your Gains

My article from June 2021 was primarily about how to take crypto
profits without cashing out into dollars to avoid triggering taxable
events with a paper trail. I suggest reading it in full before the start
of 2022 to see the exact resources I used. For now, here’s a brief
summary of those strategies:

1. Stablecoins: Move crypto in USD stablecoins to hold value
when market declines.
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2. Precious Metals: Buy physical silver and gold during
declines to hold and potentially grow your value.

3. Physical Goods: Buy physical goods you need or want like
furniture.

4. Equipment & Tools: Buy equipment and tools that can help
you earn more income in the future.

5. Art & Collectibles: Buy art and collectibles to store value in
other alternative unregistered assets.

6. Education: Renew your Counter Markets membership or
take other courses with crypto.

7. Ammunition: Stock up on more ammunition using Bass Pro
gift cards or directly at ammo vendors who accept crypto.

Disclaimer and Warning

This is not financial advice and I could be completely wrong. My
analysis depends entirely on this cycle following old patterns. If
those patterns don’t hold, it is anybody’s guess.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin managed to hit a new all-time high last month. Prices
started off around the $62K level and climbed all the way up to
about $69K. At that point, buyers ran out of steam and prices
pulled back steadily for the remainder of the month, ending
November at about $58K per bitcoin.

December is off to a rocky start so far, as we saw a near-20%
drop overnight just a few nights ago. Prices dropped from around
$57K to about $46K at the low on 12/4, as overleveraged traders
got hit with one liquidation after another. Prices have since
bounced back to about $51K today, but there is a fair amount of
hesitancy in the market still. It’s been quite a while since we’ve
seen a 20% correction take place in a matter of hours like this,
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and any new participants in the market have had their initial taste
of crypto’s volatility.

There doesn’t appear to be any single news item to blame for the
recent sell-off. Stock markets got hit hard recently as well (but
have also bounced back quite well), so it appears to be just
overall de-risking going on. When the major indices drop 2-3% in
a day, money managers play it safe by selling first and asking
questions later. Bitcoin being a rather high-risk item on their books
is often the first to be sold.

This dip has many high-profile buyers stepping up, though. El
Salvador is adding to its central bank reserves. Michael Saylor
from MicroStrategy added to his corporate treasury reserves.
And contrary to large-scale sell-offs in the past, no companies are
running for the exits, declaring crypto a fraud, or abandoning their
plans to pursue a prior crypto development. Instead, we’re seeing
business as usual across the board. Volatility seems to be the
price that is paid when you hop into an early asset class; and
given the potential gains that Bitcoin can provide, many are eager
to jump in after this recent sell-off.

In the past, the great fear in a sell-off was that Bitcoin is flawed,
it’s not usable as cash or credit cards, it’s going to $0. The
Bitcoin-is-going-to-$0 argument hasn’t been heard since its
post-covid price explosion, so it’s probably safe to say that it is no
longer a realistic fear. Companies, traders and even individual
inventors are far more comfortable holding Bitcoin now than they
were just 1-2 year ago. The embracing of it by traditional financial
firms, PayPal, Square, Venmo and even Visa has lent enough
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credibility to Bitcoin that its legitimacy is no longer in doubt, and
they are stepping up and buying the price dips with confidence.

If you’re in the USA you’ve no doubt seen commercials for
Crypto.com featuring Matt Damon. It seems the marketing
budgets for cryptocurrencies are now at A-List celebrity and
sports stadium levels, as the Los Angeles Staples center recently
signed a deal to become the Crypto.com Arena. While it may
seem a little odd to have a sports stadium named after a crypto
application, it does add legitimacy to the asset class for all the
mom-and-pop investors out there.

In addition to this, we also have Facebook rebranding itself as
Meta, which is regarded as wildly bullish for Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies as a whole. Even traditional financial firms like
Bank of America are stating that the metaverse provides a
massive opportunity where cryptocurrencies will be widely used
as currencies. It’s expecting this to be a multi-trillion dollar
expansion of the entire crypto ecosystem over the next few years.

Given the overwhelmingly bullish developments in crypto, the
recent volatility doesn’t change anything with regards to the big
picture here. If anything, it presents a decent buying opportunity
for anyone looking to deploy some capital.

Our advice with regards to Bitcoin remains the same: sit tight, ride
out the volatility, and focus on the long term. For those of you who
are holding Bitcoin, just continue to enjoy the ride. For anyone
who doesn’t have any Bitcoin yet, this pullback is the first decent
one we’ve had in a while. It won't take much of a surge to bring us
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right back to the all-time highs here. Should we revisit the
mid-$60K range again, prices could easily break out and take us
towards $75K-$100K.

For now, the $50K level is an important psychological barrier and,
should it hold, prices won’t have much trouble climbing higher.
Should it break, we’ll likely see further downside volatility and an
even better buying opportunity.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of
50% or more in a matter of days.

Silver Update
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After what looked like a promising month in October, silver prices
peaked and retreated back towards their recent lows. Prices
started off the month around $24 per ounce, and peaked at about
$25.30. After that, we saw a rather steep sell-off, all the way down
to about $22.40, which is approximately where we’re at today.
The one-year low for silver is about $21.50, so we’re right at the
lower end of the recent trading range here.

While short-term trading isn’t our goal here, it should be noted
that purchasing silver in this $21-$22 range has been a pretty
wise move for the past 18 months or so. Each time prices have
visited these levels, they’ve bounced sharply, leading to quick
15-20% gains. For anyone looking to make a relatively quick trade
in a slow-moving asset class, this looks like a solid opportunity.

Longer term, the recent trading range and slow pace of price
movement here really is of no importance. Our view on precious
metals isn’t that you buy them for capital appreciation, it’s that you
hold them more like an insurance policy to preserve your wealth.
As inflation starts to take hold, we’re seeing how much less you
can buy with each dollar. To get a long-term look at inflation in just
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the USA, we can take a look at the median home price here over
the last 50 years.

Housing prices have gone up about 20x in 50 years. If this trend
continues, we’ll be looking at a median housing price of $8 million
50 years from now. Many of our readers will be alive to see their
kids purchase their first starter home for an amount of money
that’s almost incomprehensible.

While gold and silver aren’t going to be your magical key to
success, they can definitely play an important role in wealth
preservation. Just think if the average housing price is $8 million,
how much is the average car going to be? How about groceries?
In all likelihood, a $20 bottle of Coca-Cola isn’t that far off.

In the current economic environment, we’re looking at absolutely
huge price increases in everything, especially since covid hit.
Equity markets are up well over 100%. Bitcoin is up about 800%.
Ethereum is up about 1200%. Even rare earth metals like cobalt
and lithium are up several hundred percent. The clear outliers
here are precious metals like gold and silver. While they are up as
well, they’re up a very small percentage compared to other asset
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classes. In the past 5 years, gold has climbed from about $1200
to $1800 per ounce. Silver has climbed from about $16 to $22.
These metals either have a fair amount of catching up to do, or
just about every other asset class has to come back to earth.

Gold has a track record of protecting purchasing power that goes
back over 5000 years. It seems unlikely that the role has been
suddenly lost. When measuring returns in decades, gold and
silver tend to hold their value against inflation. In a perfect world,
investors would allocate a small percentage of their wealth to
precious metals, and never actually need them, just like an
insurance policy that’s never used. In a world full of economic
chaos and turmoil, however, the likelihood of precious metals
coming into play is much higher.

Our view on precious metals remains the same: just sit tight and
let time do the heavy lifting. Everything is in place for a great
multi-year run for gold and silver, we just need to be patient and
accumulate more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still quite
high. Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $12
over spot, meaning you’ll pay about $34.50 for a coin with $22.50
worth of silver content. That’s a 55% premium to spot, and we
really can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Even junk silver coins
are going for premiums of $8 per ounce or about 35%, which is
about 6-7X higher than average. Historically, it’s always better to
be a seller of precious metals when premiums are this high, as
opposed to a buyer.
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If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos and Canadian Maple Leafs are selling for about half
the premium that American Eagles are, about $4-$5 per ounce
instead of $12. These coins are 99.9% silver, and contain just as
much silver content as the Eagles, but they cost about $9 less per
coin. If you’re looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins offer
a far better value for the time being.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 75.
At the time of this writing, it’s up to 79, so a nice jump last month.
This means relative to gold, silver just got a little cheaper. The
20-year average of gold to silver is about 60, so silver is a ways
away from the long-term average. While it’s not the screaming
bargain it was over a year ago when the gold-to-silver ratio was
near 100, a ratio of 79 does make silver more attractive than gold
again. The last time this ratio hit 100+, we saw silver spike about
50% in under a month, so silver can definitely get moving and
play catch up, but it can get very cheap before that happens as
well.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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